We show that the every GLP problem implies a Helly theorem, and we give two paradigms for constructing a GLP problem from a Helly theorem. We give many applications, includlng linear expected time algorithms for finding line transversals and hyperplane fitting in convex metrics. These include GLP problems with the surprising property that the constraints are non-convex or even disconnected. We show that some Helly theorems cannot be turned into GLP problems.
known characterization of "easy" non-linear problems, such aa convex programming?
We will call the class of problems described by the abstract framework Generalized Linear Programming, or GLP, problems.
In this paper we forge a connection to one relevant area of combinatorial geometry, the class of results know as Helly theorems. The archetype is Helly's Theorem Let K be a family of at least d + 1 convex sets in Ed, and assume K is jinite or that every member of K is compact. Then if evey d + 1 members of K have a point in common, there is a point common to all the members of K. This is one of the fundamental properties of convexity.
There are many similar theorems with the same logical structure, for objects other than convex sets, for properties other than intersection, or for special caaes in which d + 1 is replaced by some other constant k. . Finding, for a convex object C of constant complexit y and a family K of convex objects of constant complexity, the largest homothet of C contained in the intersection of K, or the smallest homothet of C cent aining K, or the smallest homothet of C intersecting every member of K, 7. Finding a point in the intersection of a family of sets, each of which is the union of two convex sets, given that the intersection never has more than two connected components.
In the first paradigm, we introduce a scale parameter into the constraints, and use this parameter as the objective function. For instance, to find a line transversal for a family of translates we scale them down to points, and then gradually grow them until we can fit a line through them. In section 5 we show that this paradigm is also useful for formulating certain non-linear optimization problems as GLP. In the second paradigm, we use a nested family of constraints as an objective function.
Our examples include problems in which the constraints are non-convex and even disconnected; this shows that the class of GLP problems strictly contains the class of convex programming problems.
Finally, in section 7, we show that some additional geometric assumption on the structure of the constraint family is necessary, by exhibiting a set system with a Helly theorem which does not become a fixed dimensional GLP problem under any objective function.
Besides the applications presented here, we expect this work will be useful in identifying and solving new GLP problems, It is often difficult and sometimes impossible to reduce a GLP problem to linear or convex form; these results give some alternative approaches to getting an efficient algorithm. In addition, it makes it easier to implement programs for these problems, since a single implementation of a GLP algorithm can be equipped with specialized subroutines to solve any one of them.
Definitions
Let C be a family of objects, and P a predicate on subsets of C. A Helly-type theorem for the pair (C, T) is something of the form:
There is a constant k such that for all finite H~C, H has property P if and only if every B~H with IBI~k has property P The constant k is called the Helly number of (H, P). Helly's theorem proper is that convex sets in Rd have Helly number d + 1 with respect to the intersection property, but there are many other sets systems which have Helly theorems [DGK63] .
We call a pair (C, 'P) a Helly system if it has a Helly theorem. Now we review the abstract framework for general- It is interesting that this proof does not use the locality condition of the abstract GLP framework.
Notice that when m is the special symbol 0, this means that every infeasible family of constraints contains an infeasible family of size < k + 1. We can use this theorem to prove new Helly theorems. In [AGPWl, they give an example of a linearly ordered family A of n disjoint convex compact sets in E3 which has no line transversal, although every n-2-element subfamily of A has a line transversal consistent with the ordering. This tells us that we cannot hope to apply GLP in this situation, even given a linear ordering.
First Paradigm
Now we turn to the question of constructing a GLP problem, for a Helly system (C,?), to determine, for any H G C, whether H has property P.
We begin by assuming a rather general geometric context. Let X be a set, and C a family of subsets of X.
For G~C, wewrite nGfor{z EXlz E h, Vh~G}.
Let n, with no argument, be the property that (1 G # 0.
We say that a family of sets which has property n intersects.
Assume that (C, n) is a Helly system, with some fixed Helly number k. We say that (C, n) is embedded in X. For any H & C, we will construct an algorithm which determines whether H has property fl by actually exhibiting some m E X such that m c fl H, if one exists.
There are many geometric Helly theorems that fall into this context. For instance the theorem in application 3.1 can be restated: Let A be the family of all axis-aligned boxes in E3, and for any a c A, let c(a) be the set of positive lines which intersect a. Let C be the family {c(a) I a c A}. Then the system (C, n) has Helly number 5. We can define an objective function on subfamilies G~H using some well-behaved ordering on the points z c X, just ss we do in linear programming. Recall that S is some totally ordered set. It is also true that if the function WI has a unique value on every element of z, then (H, w) also obeys the localit y condition. However, such an (H, w) will not necessarily have bases of fixed size.
We now define some additional structure on a Helly system which produces a natural objective function w.
Let Z be an interval on the real line 7?. Define a nested family~to be {h~I~c Z}, where h~C X for each A, and hi C hj for i < j. NOW consider a collection~of nested families~, all indexed by the same parameter~. For~~~, we write GA as shorthand for {h~:~G~}. For a fixed value of A, we say that~intersects at J if fl GA # 0. If~haa the property that (HA, n) is a~elly system of dimension k, for every A, we say that (H, n) is a parametrized Helly system with Helly number k.
Notice that if~~~does not intersect at some valuẽ z, then~also fails to intersect at all Al <~2, and if ~~~intersects at Al, then~also intersects at all A2>A~. A parameterized Helly system haa a natural objective function w. For~~~, let w(~be the minimum value A* such that G intersects at J*, or $2 if @ doea not intersect at any value of J. The only remaining difficulty is that (1 GA. might consist of more than one point, which is insufficient to establish the locality condition.
In the event, however, that (1 GA. consists of a unique point for every~~~, we get a GLP problem of dimension k. Proof:
We can interpret the elements of~ss subsets of the space Z x X, so that a point (i, Z) E Z x X is in~if z E hi. Observe that the x are closed subsets of Z x X, and the projection into Z is a function w' on the points of Z x X. Since we assume that 1* = w(G) always exists, observation 4.1 tells us that the problem (H, w) obeys the monotonicity condition.
We also assume that for any~G~, (1 GA. consists of a single point m G X. (~, w) therefore also obeys the locality condition, since for~_~~wit~w(~= w(ã nd any additional constraint h, w(~+ h) > w(~only when m @~, so that w(7 +~) > w(~) as well.
To prove that (H, w) has combinatorial dimension k, we have to show that the size of any basis is~k. Consider any~~~and a basis~for~. The definition of a basis says that for any~c~, w(3 -~) < w~). Let maz = rnaz{w(~-~) I T c~.
The basis~does not intersect at Jmoz, but for any~E~, w(B -~) s Area=, which means that~-~intersects at Am"'. Since (H,raa=, (7) is a Helly system with Helly number k,m ust contain some subfamily~with 1~1~_., such that does not intersect at Am"'. Every~G B must be iñ , since otherwise it would be the case that~~(~-~) for some~. This must be false~becauae~does not intersect at Am"= while every (B -~) does. Thereforẽ Let T be a family of disjoint translates of a single convex object O in E2. Tverberg [T89] showed that if every family B~H with IBI~5 admits a line transversal, then H also admits a line transversal.
Egyed and Wenger [EW89] gave a deterministic linear time algorithm to find a line transversal. Showing that the problem can be formulated as GLP gives a simpler, although randomized, linear time algorithm. We assume that the family of translates is in general position (we will define general position in a moment); if not, we use a standard perturbation argument. The set X is the set of lines in the plane. We abuse notation so that t refers both to a translate t~T and to the set of lines intersecting t. So a subfamily G~T intersects when there is a line which intersects every translate in G. We pick a distinguished point q in the interior of the object O. Consider the family~of homothets formed by scaling translate t by a factor of A keeping the point in t corresponding to q tlxed in the plane. Every line which intersects the homothet Al t also intersects J2t for any A2 > Al. So each~is a nested family of lines. The natural objective function w(~) is the minimum A such that GA intersects.
In the case wherẽ~~c onsists of a single translate, we define w(~= O. Notice that for certain degenerate placements of the translates (see figure 1 ) it is possible for there to be two or even three distinct line transversals at 1" = w(c).
Figur~1: Degenerate input
The general position assumption is that the line transversal at 1" is always unique. (~, w) is a GLP problem with combinatorial dimension 5. Either the GLP algorithm finds a line transversal at some value of J~1, or no line transversal of the input exists.
When O is a polygon with a constant number of sides, neither this algorithm nor Egyed and Wenger's is very interesting, since we can find a line transversal via a constant number of tlxed dimensional linear programming problems. Either algorithm is intended for more complicated polygons, in which the number of sidea depends on n, or for non-polygonal objects.
Recall that the algorithm described in section 2 runs in 0(% n + tb lg n) time, where t" is the time required for a violation test and tb is the time required for a basis computation.
In Notice that here the dimension of the space X of lines in the plane is 2. If there were some afine structure on X such that the constraints T were convex subsets of X, then the Helly number of the system (T, n) would be 3. But examples show that the bound of 5 is in fact tight, which means that this is a GLP which is not a convex program. This is also a natural example of a GLP problem in which the minimal object does not "touch" every constraint in the basis. We apply the paradigm by either growing or shrinking the convex body C, to get an algorithm which takes aa input a finite family K of at least d + 1 convex sets in Ed and a convex set C and returns either the smallest homothet of C which contains UK, the largest homothet of C contained in n K, or the smallest homothet of C which intersects every member of K. These problems can be seen a a generalization of Megiddo's ball spanning balls problem [M89]. The combinatorial dimension in each case is d + 1, and the running time again depends on the complexity of the objects. When C and all the elements of K are of constant complexit y we get an expected linear time algorithm. In other cases, preprocessing can often be used to reduce the obvious running times; see, eg.
[KM91] for a development of this idea in a different context. In general, finding line transversals is significantly more difficult in dimension d > 2 than it is in the plane, but there are a few special cases in which Helly theorems help us get a linear time algorithm. Theorems 5.6 and 5.7 in [DGK63], due to Grunbaum, concern, respectively, a family of d -1 dimensional polytopes, all of which lie in a family of parallel hyperplanes, and a family of spheres such that the distance between any two is greater than the sum of their diameters. In both these cases, if there is a line through every 2d-1 objects then there is a line through all of them. Again, the first paradigm can be applied to give a linear time algorithm to find a line transversal. 2 5 GLP Problems from other
GLP Problems
Notice that the line transversal algorithm for translates finds a line which minimizes the maximum distance from the family of fixed points, under the metric whose unit ball is the object O. This mini-max property is useful in and of itself. We can apply the first paradigm to known GLP problems much as we would apply parametric search, to find the minimum value of A at which the problem is feasible.
While parametric search usually adds an additional logarithmic factor to the running time, the expected time here remains linear.
Application

Weighted Lm linear interpolation.
The input to this problem is a family of n points in Rd, with an axis-aligned rectangle TP centered at each point p. Note that each TP may have different dimensions. The distance from a hyperplane h to p is the smallest nonnegative real value~such that TP intersects h when scaled by A. We call this the weighted L* metric. The linear interpolation problem is to find the h which minimizes the maximum distance to any point.
This problem arises when we want to fit a hyperplane to a family of points, and each coefficient of each point is given a weight, producing box-shaped error regions. This occurs, for example, when the coefficients are calculated and error is bounded using interval arithmetic, or when complicated error regions are approximated by bounding boxes. The general-dimensional version of the problem haa been considered in [R89], [D91], and in [PR92], where it is shown to be NP-hard.
Showing that the problem can be formulated as GLP gives a expected linear time algorithm for the fixed dimensional case.
Define a positive hyperplane to be one which is oriented so that its normal vector is directed into the positive orthant of Ed. There is a diameteral pair of vertices v+, v-on each box such that, at any fixed value of~, a positive hyperplane m goes through the 2The first of these problems can in fact be formulated as a linear program.
box if and only if u+ and v-lie in its positive and negative halfspaces, respectively. Finding a positive hyperplane transversal of the boxes at atlxed value of J is thus the geometric dual form of a d-dimensional linear program with 2n constraints.
If a fixed positive hyperplane m goes through a box at J1, it also does so at any J2 > Al. So for each constraint point v in the linear program, the set of hyperplanea for which u lies in the correct halfspace form a nested family parameterized by A. Finding the minimum value A" which admits a positive hyperplane transversal of the boxes is a GLP problem of combinatorial dimension d + 1, again using a perturbation argument to ensure a unique minimum hyperplane.
In the special case in which the boxes all have the same dimensions, the problem can be formulated as a linear program. In general, however, each point moves along a unique trajectory as A varies, and the constraints cannot be linearized. For a given family of boxes, we define a separate GLP problem for each orthant of Ed. The solution to the whole problem will be hyperplane which achieves the minimum A of any of the 2d GLP problems. show a similar reduction of this problem to a fixed number of linear programming problems. Applying the first paradigm givea an expected linear time algorithm for fitting a hyperplane to a point family under any metric whose unit ball is a polytope with a constant number of sides, or, more generally, in which each point has an error metric whose unit ball is a polytope with facets drawn from U. We can again apply the first paradigm to find the cloees~line to a family of points under the weighted Lw metric defined above.
Observe that, in the previous examples, at any A (not necessarily one such that A = w(G) for some G), we can find some point in n GA by linear programming.
This suggests a general way to remove the unique minimum assumption from the first paradigm. Here ii is a constant vector, and b and c are constants.
The most significant objective wo is to minimize A, and the tie-breaking function WI is to minimize Z. Assume that we have a set X and a family C of subsets of X, such that C' contains a nested familỹ .
For example, the family of convex subsets of Ed contains the nested families of parallel halfspaces.
For any x E X, let the parameter of z defined by~be the index of the smallest set in~which contains x, or the special symbol $2if there is no such set. Thus one nested family defines a partial order on the elements of X.
Several nested families act like a coordinate system. Assume that C contains d nested families~i, . . . .~d.
Each x c X is thus equipped with a string of parameters (PI ,..., p~), although more than one z might share the same parameter string. We say that X is paramet erized by~~,...,~d. So assume that G intersects.
We consider each of the parameters of w(B) separately.
Let pl be the most significant, p2 the next most significant, and so on. For a parameter pi and a family G C C, let pi(G) be the ith parameter of w(G). The value p; is the index of some set in P" 6 C, a member of the nested family~i. For every h c Bi, Bi -h intersects some member Ph of pi, such that Ph~P*, and hence
Bi -h intersects P*. But we know from the definition of Bi that fl Bi fails to intersect P*. Therefore the family Bi U {P*} must contain some family A of sizẽ k such that A fails to intersect.
It haa to be the case that P* G A, because otherwise A~Bi, which is impossible because we are assuming that Bi intersects and A does not. Also every h E Bi is also in c A, since otherwise A~(Bi -h) U {P* }, which again is impossible because (Bi -h) U {P*} intersects and A does not. So ]Bi[=lA1-l<k_l. For every i the number of elements in Bi is~k -1, and there are d parameters, so for the whole basis IBI~d(k -1). c1
The archetypal example of a Helly system of this sort is the convex sets in Ed, with the halfspaces defined by the coefficient hyperplanes as the nested families.
But this problem has combinatorial dimension d, not d2 as theorem 6.1 would suggest. We get a better bound on the combinatorial dimension with the following little Theorem 6.2 1" for every H~C, there ezists some single nested family Q which imposes the same total order on the set of minima M = {m [ m = w(G), GH } as the parametric function w, then the combinatorial dimension of (H, w) is k -1.
Proof:
Let w~be the single parameter function associated with Q. Since w~determines the same total order on M as w, itmeets conditions 1 and 2. By the same argument used in the last proof, every basis B of any G~H under w~has size~k -1. But the bases are the same under the two functions; so (H, w) also has combinatorial dimension k -1. n For problems in Ed involving a finite number of convex objects and using a parameterized linear objective function determined by a lexicographic ordering on the coefficients, there is always some delicately tilted family of nested halfspaces which imposes the same ordering on M as the parameterized linear function. One such family of halfspaces is the one with normal vector E, C2>.,,, Cd, for some c < 1. There will always be some c small enough, because the family M of constraints is finite. This explains why using a parameterized objective function does not increase the combinatorial dimension for convex programming.
For some Helly systems, the second paradigm can be used to construct a GLP problem but there is no such family Q. For instance, the family of axis aligned boxes in Ed has Helly number 2, but the combinatorial dimension of the resulting GLP problem is d.
We can use this paradigm to define a GLP prob-lem in which the constraints
